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SUMMARY

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Following the hearings held on 8th and 9th March 2016, the ExA requested
that a number of third parties make written submissions. A total of 11 further
submissions were made by the following individuals and organisations:
!

Arfon Swimming Club

!

Christine Jordon – local resident

!

County Councillor Eurig Wyn on behalf of Waunfawr and Caethro
Community Council

1.1.2

This

!

Cymdeithas Pysgotwyr Seiont Gwyrfai a Llyfni

!

Cyngor Cymuned Waunfawr

!

Gwynedd Council

!

Ian and Betty Wood – Local Resident

!

Jane Huuse – Local resident

!

Jeff Taylor on behalf of the Concerned about Glyn Rhonwy Group

!

Natural Resources Wales

!

Neville E Gray-Parry – Local Resident
document

provides

the

Applicants

response

to

the

above

representations made at the Open Floor Hearing on the 8th March 2016, as
submitted. It is noted that Relevant Representations were also made by a
number of the same organisations and individuals above and these have
been responded to separately within document SPH_GREX_RRD2_01.
Cross-referencing

Document Reference:
SPH_GREX_RRD2_02

has

been

made

where

appropriate.
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2

Arfon Swimming Club

Summary of response
Request to attend Preliminary meeting and speak at open floor hearing
Principle issues would like to raise at the open floor hearing – Pollution of Llyn Padarn due to discharges from the development
in light of the survey report from Zetica. Summary of written submission regarding potential impacts to swimming and other
activities in Llyn Padarn that bring income to the local area (including triathalons and other sporting events) and requests
information on access to the lagoons during construction.
Would like to know if abstraction and discharge would occur in the same location in Llyn Padarn and seeks clarity on the
alternate location of the pumping station.
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant has provided a full response to Arfon Swimming Clubs Relevant Representation (document ref
SPH_GREX_RRD2_01), which provides a comprehensive response to the points raised above.
The Applicant can confirm that abstraction and discharge would occur in the same location within Llyn Padarn. The alternate
location of the pumping station is as shown in Location Plan 2.02 as submitted and assessed within the ES. The alternate
location is further back from the shore of Llyn Padarn.
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3

Christine Jordon – Local Resident

Summary of oral submission at open floor hearing 8th March 2016
Local resident of Waunfawr and speaking on behalf of a number of residents. Main concerns highlighted
Traffic, transport and public access with particular reference to Waunfawr and the use of the local roads by construction traffic, in
particular use of “Green Lane” (Ffordd Cefn Du) as access to Q1, impacts to residents and properties
Socio Economics, tourism and recreation – impact on business in Waunfawr due to increased traffic, impacts to tourism and to
tourists who use Green Lane (Ffordd Cefn Du) and to local sporting events.
Disruption to lives
Disruption to Peregrine falcons
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The

Applicant

has

provided

a

full

response

to

Christine

Jordons

Relevant

Representation

(document

ref

SPH_GREX_RRD2_01), which provides a comprehensive response to the points raised above with regard to traffic concerns
through the village of Waunfawr. In addition the Applicant makes the following comments:
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The Applicant employed a qualified independent ecologist for the watching brief during the preliminary site investigation works.
Peregrine is regarded as being relatively good at withstanding some ‘disturbance’ given it often nests in active quarries and busy
cities (it will habituate to regular distant noise etc). In addition, NRW have confirmed in a meeting held on the 15th July 2015 with
the Applicant, that they saw evidence that the peregrines had successfully reared chicks. This was minuted and can be found in
Appendix 2.8 of the ES.
Impacts on tourism, access and recreational have been assessed in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement including the
impacts on local sporting events.
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County Councillor Eurig Wyn on behalf of Waunfawr and
Caethro Community Council

Summary of further submission
Main area of interest is with respect to the community benefits fund and securing this now
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
SPH have volunteered a community benefit fund of £375,000. Half of this will be paid when works commence and half when
works are complete. The fund will be topped up by £15,000 each year of operation, rising 2.5% per year. The administration and
structure of the Community Benefit fund has not yet been finalised. One of the principles of the fund is that the beneficial effects
of the fund should follow any negative effects felt by the surrounding communities
We are listening to a range of stakeholders on how the fund should be set up.
It should be noted that this fund is a goodwill gesture by the Applicant. It is not required as a matter of planning law or policy and
is not put forward as a factor to be taken into account in the DCO decision.
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Cymdeithas Pysgotwyr Seiont Gwyrfai a Llyfni

Summary of oral submission made at the open floor hearing on 8th March 2016
Have made previous submissions in relation to the TCPA application, surprise that these had not been passed on by Gwynedd
Council
Ownership of rights on Llyn Padarn and rivers Rhythallt and Seiont- the society have riverbank rights and surface rights of Llyn
Padarn and adjoining rivers.
Expressed concern regarding pollution from existing projects and in particular impacts to Arctic Charr.
Comparison drawn to Dinorwig and detrimental environmental impacts
Concern regarding Llyn Padarn dissolved Oxygen levels
Expressed that there should be no disturbance to the lake bed due to the decomposing organic matter and the potential to
reduce dissolved oxygen levels further.
Request for restoration package to restore the fishery.
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
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The design of the pumping station has been in full consultation with NRW which includes placing the outfall pipe above the
thermocline at a depth of 5m to avoid potential impacts to the Arctic Charr and also to avoid any impacts to recreational
activities. A marker buoy will mark the presence of the end of this pipe for navigational purposes.
In addition, the intake pipe of the spillway will be screened and the abstraction, when needed, will be at a rate to avoid any fish
being impacted. The construction of the pumping station and spillway will be tightly controlled by the DCO and also with
compliance with the Water Management Plan as required by Requirement 6 of the DCO.
The operation of this scheme is different to that used at Dinorwig. There will be no direct operational discharges into Llyn Padarn
as the water within the Glyn Rhonwy Development will move between the two quarries. Therefore, only if required, and under
the strict water quality controls of the environmental permits controlled by NRW, will water be discharged into Llyn Padarn. It is
unlikely that any discharge will be heated as the Development does not discharge directly to Llyn Padarn, and when discharge is
required, water would be taken near the surface of the quarries and therefore is at atmospheric temperature. The environmental
permit, as controlled by NRW, will have strict controls on the discharge including temperature, rate and water quality.
A Water Framework Directive (WFD) and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and are contained with
the DCO application (ES Appendix 9.1 and Document 5.04 respectively). These have concluded that both the construction and
operational discharges will not impact any downstream or designated sites from discharge of water from the Development. This
combined with the mitigation measures outlined in the DCO (such as the Water Management Plan (Requirement 6), Excess
Water Management Strategy (Requirement 20) and Biosecurity Plan (Requirement 7)) and any conditions imposed on the
Applicant in terms of frequency of monitoring and suite of testing will be complied with as required by NRW.
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Cyngor Cymuned Waunfawr

Summary of further submission
Primary concerns relate to the use of Ffordd Cefn Du as access to Q1 and traffic through the village of Waunfawr and the effects
on local residents, particularly at sensitive times of the day such as school runs. Concern regarding damage to properties along
the road. Also concerns regarding access to the Development generally.
Concern noted regarding closure of footpaths and diversions of PRoWs and condition of roads to be diverted. Water quality
impacts from discharges from the Development.
Landscape and visual impacts from Moel Elio and other surrounding mountains
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
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A traffic assessment has been undertaken and is presented in Chapter 12 of the ES with the required mitigation summarised in
Chapter 18 of the ES. The traffic assessment undertaken considers the impacts of construction and operational traffic which
exits the A4085 and travels to Q1 through the village of Waunfawr and Groeslon. As part of the mitigation outlined in Chapter 12,
the Applicant will prepare, submit and gain approval for a Construction Traffic Management Plan (as required by DCO
Requirement 6 and 9) which will outline the traffic management which must be implemented through the construction phase.
This will include restrictions on times of abnormal or large equipment and plant through the village, construction working hours,
speed and safety measures to be implemented. This will be prepared and must be approved by Gwynedd Council prior to the
commencement of construction. The dedicated Environmental Liaison officer will be the point of contact for all concerns and will
also communicate traffic movements and the implementation of specific mitigation measures as appropriate. Construction
working hours are outlined in Requirement 16 of the DCO
The Applicant has also had due consideration of the highway improvements required to the access to Q1 via Ffordd Cefn Du
(Green Road). The swept path analysis was presented at consultation within the Preliminary Environmental Information (PEI)
and outlines the areas of improvement required. This is mainly above the cattle grid where drainage repairs, resurfacing,
creation of passing places and stabilisation works are required. The section below the cattle grid to the junction with the A4085
will require resurfacing and drainage repairs. No passing places are required south of the cattle grid and the works will remain
within the highway and verge, with the road remaining as a single carriageway. These works will be undertaken to an agreed
specification on behalf of Gwynedd Council under a Section 278 agreement.
Improvements to the highway network will include upgrading Ffordd Cefn Du to a robust industrial road specification designed
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for HGV vehicles. Along with widening the carriageway to a minimum of 4m from the cattle grid to the proposed dam site (to
enable the safe passage of construction vehicles) additional space will also be provided for walkers and existing traffic that
currently use Ffordd Cefn Du to safely pass. It should be noted that there is sufficient width in the majority of places south of the
cattle grid and the main widening works are above the cattle grid. Additional formal passing places will be incorporated at set
intervals along Ffordd Cefn Du. These have been positioned at critical points to ensure forward visibility can be achieved,
ensuring construction vehicles can pull in and give way to other road users. The existing informal drainage channels along the
road will be upgraded to ensure surface run off with be dealt with, additional drainage provisions will be provided along the
drainage channels to help slow down the rate of run off. The number of HGVs associated with construction traffic is likely to
have an adverse, but temporary, effect on the local highway network and therefore, the programming of such movements will be
subject to restricted periods of the day and working week. It is envisaged that such periods will be restricted to 08.30-16.30
during the week and 09.00-13.00 on Saturdays, with no working on Sundays or Public Bank Holidays.
The Applicant is currently considering ways that the impact of construction traffic travelling along Ffordd Cefn Du can be
reduced. One such proposal is at the cross roads in Waunfawr: Highway alterations are proposed to increase public safety and
improve the visibility at the cross roads by introducing a contraflow for vehicles travelling north to south and vice versa; this
would be achieved by pulling the eastern and western kerblines out. This will reduce the speeds along this section of road and
provide areas of footway for the local residents to be able to be safely cross the road. Such measures are currently under
discussion with Gwynedd Council Highways Department. Detailed plans will be discussed with local residents in due course. It
is proposed that these improvements will be introduced prior to the enabling works being undertaken, therefore improvements
will be in place during the other phases of construction.
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At the cross roads in Waunfawr highway alterations are proposed to increase public safety and improve the visibility at the cross
roads by introducing a contraflow for vehicles travelling north to south and vice versa; this is proposed to be achieved by pulling
the eastern and western kerblines out. This will reduce the speeds along this section of road and provide areas of footway for
the local residents to be able to be safely cross the road.
It is proposed that these improvements will be introduced prior to the enabling works being undertaken, therefore improvements
will be in place during the other phases of construction.
An assessment of impacts on tourism has been undertaken and the results presented in Chapter 15 of the ES. Mitigation is
proposed in Chapter 18 of the ES which includes temporary and permanent closures and diversions to PRoW which is secured
through the DCO (Articles 11 and 13, the closure and diversions are set out in schedules 2,3 and 4 and shown on the Access
plan). To ensure safety of the recreational users during the construction and decommissioning works, temporary closures and
diversions of PRoWs, permissive routes and CROW Land will be implemented. The Applicant has included provision within the
DCO for both temporary and permanent closures and diversions of PRoW (as set out in Schedules 2, 3 and 4 and shown on the
Access plan). The Environmental Liaison Officer will be responsible for notifying all interested parties (including recreational
bodies) and local community of when such works will be undertaken, especially PRoWs and permissive routes which are used
recreationally especially for organised walks or competitions. This will include any temporary closures of routes or diversions
due to construction activities such as blasting or drilling when the consideration of safety is paramount. For access to Cefn Du, a
temporary replacement car park has been identified (as shown on ES Figure 4.1 Development Overview) and will be
implemented as a like for like replacement during the construction phase at Q1. Once Q1 is operational, the car park will be
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reinstated at the base of the new reservoir dam
The visual impacts of the construction have been assessed from all key viewpoints and are presented in Chapter 6 of the ES.
The viewpoints are shown in ES Figure 6.3 with the operational Development shown in photomontages presented in ES Figure
6.4 a – l. Construction impacts are temporary in nature and not shown on the photomontages. Gwynedd Council, NRW and
SNPA have no objection or further comments to the conclusion of these assessments. A zone of theoretical visibility (ZTV) has
been prepared and is included in Figure 6.3 of the ES. This identifies the viewpoints within the National Park, namely VP1, VP2
and VP12. The viewpoint from Moel Eilio is VP2 and this is shown on ES Figure 6.4b where the dam will be faced in slate and
be contoured so that it mimics the existing and slate mounds. Any reinstatement and landscaping will be subject to a Landscape
and Reinstatement Plan which is required to be submitted and agreed in writing with Gwynedd Council, possibly in consultation
with SNPA. The conclusions of the landscape assessment combined with the DCO Requirement for a Landscape and
Reinstatement Plan (Requirement 6), have been accepted by Gwynedd Council, NRW, CADW and SNPA.
An assessment of impacts on local Private Water Supplies has been undertaken and is presented in Chapter 9 of the ES. To
ensure the adequate protection of the water environment, a Water Management Plan (WTMP) and a Pollution Prevention Plan
(PPP) will be submitted for approval by Gwynedd Council (Requirement 6).
To ensure the protection of the environment and watercourses, temporary measures will ensure controlled management of
runoff draining from the construction site. The arrangements of such drainage infrastructure will be set out in the detailed design
and as appropriate agreed with NRW prior to construction. To minimise the effect on the water quality in the Nant y Betws and
the Afon Gwyrfai, measures will be put into place to intercept runoff from the construction site above the watercourses. Where
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slopes are disturbed by the construction works, temporary drainage measures will be designed to prevent the direct discharge of
runoff to watercourses. The drainage from the settlement lagoons will be subject to a consent / license issued by NRW. Water
arising

from

the

tunnelling

operations

will

have

its

own

dedicated

treatment

system.

The Applicant has undertaken consultation with Private Water Supply owners and will continue to liaise throughout construction
A Water Framework Directive (WFD) and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken and are contained with
the DCO application (ES Appendix 9.1 and Document 5.04 respectively). These have concluded that both the construction and
operational discharges will not impact any downstream or designated sites from discharge of water from the Development. This
combined with the mitigation measures outlined in the DCO (such as the Water Management Plan (Requirement 6), Excess
Water Management Strategy (Requirement 20) and Biosecurity Plan (Requirement 7)) and any conditions imposed on the
Applicant in terms of frequency of monitoring and suite of testing will be complied with as required by NRW
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Gwynedd Council

Summary of further submission
Submission of comments on the draft DCO
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant has received and has been in communications with GC regarding their comments on the Draft DCO. The
Applicant has since updated the Draft DCO in accordance with comments received and is submitting an updated Draft DCO at
Deadline 2. Reference should be made to the table of DCO amendment also submitted at Deadline 2 (document ref
SPH_GREX_DCOD2_01)
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8

Ian and Betty Wood – Local Resident and Landowner

Summary of further submission
Registration of Interest and wish to speak.
Expressed concern that this project, having been examined once as part of the TCPA application is being examined again when
the differences since the approved scheme are minimal.
All issues have already been considered by all interested parties. The Planning Inspectorate should therefore consider ways to
shorten the process and fast-track the application to an early conclusions
Requested that they only receive once copy of all communications going forward.
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant notes the responses. Due to the increase in capacity the project is now considered a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure project and therefore is required to seek consent under the Planning Act 2008
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9

Jane Huuse – Local Resident

Summary of further submission
Registration of Interest as a resident along the road where construction traffic is proposed.
Has been nominated to speak on behalf of a number of residents.
Main concern is the access route through Waunfawr, environmental impacts and risks associated with the munitions found on
site and their possible transport off site
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant has provided a full response to Jane Huuse’s Relevant Representation (document ref SPH_GREX_RRD2_01),
which provides a comprehensive response to the points raised above.
It is not anticipated that munitions would be transported off site and if required would be carried out in accordance with the
Ordnance Management Strategy (Requirement 7) and performed by appropriately qualified personnel.
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10 Jeff Taylor – On behlaf of the Concerned About Glyn
Rhonwy Group
Summary of further submission
Registration of Interest to attend PIM
Main points of concern
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification on the approach to seeking parallel consent (DCO and Env permits)
Munitions
Water discharge monitoring
How the construction activities will be regulated and compliance assured
Flooding and the filling of the quarries

Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant has provided a full response to Jeff Taylor’s Relevant Representation on behalf of the Concerned about Glyn
Rhonwy Group (document ref SPH_GREX_RRD2_01), which provides a comprehensive response to the points raised above.
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11 Natural Resources Wales
Summary of Further Submission
Provide Comments on Draft DCO
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
The Applicant has received and has been in communications with NRW regarding their comments on the Draft DCO. The
Applicant responds to the queries raised as follows
The Applicant has made the requested changes to the definition of Environmental Statement and to Article 4(1).
The Applicant considers that the proposed change to Article 6(2) would change the sense of the Article in such a way that it would
run counter to the intention of the section, to provide that “Deviation …. is not permitted if it is unlikely to give rise to any materially
new or materially different environmental effects” would mean that deviation is only permitted if materially new or different effects
are likely. The Applicant considers that the current wording better secures the intention and the introduction of “not” without
amending “unlikely” to “likely” is an error. The Applicant has retained the current wording.
The Applicant notes that the CoCP is intended to be living document which is reviewed and amended as appropriate throughout
the development to respond to any changes. Requirement 23 specifically allows for amended plans to be substituted. The change
proposed to Article 6 does not add any useful control as the relevant CoCP plans would have to be updated to match any
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deviation which affected their terms. Those amended terms would have to be approved by the relevant panning authority
The change requested to Article 17 has already been made in response to the first relevant representation.Article 30. Section
9(4)(d) of the Forestry Act 1967 provides that the requirement of a licence for felling does not apply to any felling which is
immediately required for the purpose of carrying out development authorised by planning permission granted or deemed to be
granted under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. This is the normal legal position and NRW have not explained why they
consider it to be inappropriate in this case. Articles 31 and 32 give a power to remove trees, to require a felling licence runs directly
counter to this power and the Applicant does not accept that it is necessary or expedient to deviate from the standard legal
position. The Applicant has accordingly not made the requested change.
Article 39. The Applicant considers that given the definition of Environmental Statement this was clearly covered any other plans or
documents within article 39 however Environmental Statement has been added into list as a separate item as requested. The
words “management plan, statement” have been inserted into Article 39(2).The requested change to the definition of the CoCP
has been made.
Requirements
Requirement 13 – land discovery strategy already contains an obligation to consult NRW at 13(8). Accordingly no
change has been made
• Requirement 17 - Construction compound and temporary structures. The Applicant is unclear why NRW have sought a
specific amendment to this requirement given that all of the elements which can be approved under it are temporary
however the Applicant has no objection to such an inclusion and has made the requested change.
• Requirement 19(2) – external lighting scheme. The Applicant has made the requested change
• Requirement 20 (1) Excess water management strategy. The Applicant is currently in discussion with NRW on a
•
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substantial change to the wording of this Requirement and has made no change at this time pending that revision. The
changes currently under discussion will be included in the revision of the DCO submitted at Deadline 3.
• Requirement 23(3) decommissioning plan is now Requirement 22(3) in the current draft DCO and already contains an
obligation to consult NRW. Accordingly no change has been made.
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12 Neville E Gray- Parry – Local Resident
Summary of Further Submission
Provides information on location of property
Particular concern is with regard their water supply which is all drawn from various springs I the Parciau Gloision area of Cefn
Du.
The garden associated with the castle is also Grade II Listed
Concern about the water table and impacts from drilling and blasting
Also raise concern about the use of Lon Groeslon by heavy construction vehicles, assume the road will be widened, they own
land edging Lon Groeslon and seek clarity as to whether their land will be affected.
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro’s Response
Bryn Bras Castle, Llanrug is located at NGR SH544626, approximately 2.5km north of Q1 and 3km north west of Q6. There is a
reservoir shown on the OS map centred on NGR SH546621, approximately 2km north of Q1. It is assumed that this is the
reservoir that supports the water features and provides the private water supply source to the property.
The reservoir is located on the northern flank of Cefn-du and it is likely that the reservoir is fed by surface water runoff and
springs located in the catchment of the reservoir on Cefn-du, as indicated by the owners.
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Cefn-du rises to a high point of 442mAOD approximately 400m north west of Q1. Quarry Q1 is on the south eastern slope of
Cefn-du and Q6 is on the lower eastern slope. It is considered that the water supply to Bryn Bras Castle and the reservoir will
not be impacted by the proposed development as:1. There is a surface water divide on Cefn-du separating the catchments to Bryn Bras Castle reservoir and the development.
Surface water runoff and recharge to any springs which feed the Bryn Bras Castle reservoir depend on rainfall on the northern
slope of the mountain. Runoff from the catchments to Q1 and Q6 is fed from the southern and south eastern slopes of the
mountain. There is no hydrological connection between the two catchment areas.
2. The area around Bryn Bras Castle is underlain by the Cambrian, Padarn Tuff Formation whereas the two quarries have been
excavated principally within the younger, Llanberis Slates Formation. Only a very small area of the development to the west
south west of Q1 is underlain by the Padarn Tuff Formation. As the Padarn Tuff Formation will not be disturbed by the
construction works, there will be no impact on the hydrogeological conditions within
the strata and hence no impact on the groundwater conditions at Bryn Bras Castle.
3.

Groundwater flow beneath the development area is principally to the north east to Llyn Padarn with a possible

component in the vicinity of Q1 to the south west (see response to Questions 8.5a and 8.5b). There is no evidence of
groundwater flow to the north towards Bryn Bras Castle.
4.

Surface water flow from the northern side of the development has been well characterised with drainage to the north

and north east towards Llyn Padarn. There is no plausible flow path between the development site and the reservoir feeding
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Bryn Bras Castle due to a number of surface water divides.
In summary, it is concluded that there are no hydrological or hydrogeological connections between the development area and
the water supply source to Bryn Bras Castle. Accordingly, it is concluded that the surface water and groundwater inflows to the
reservoir above Bryn Bras Castle are not at risk from the proposed development and that the water supply to the property will
not be affected.
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